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Abstract-A high accuracy difference method (hermitian method) for the solution of evolution equations of
parabolic typeispresented. Itsmostoriginal featureistouseseveral unknowns (thevalueof thesolution andits
spatial derivatives) at every nodal point of the computational grid. It is shown that this method has better
computational performance than classical schemes on non-uniform and coarse meshes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Among the numerous numerical methods dedicated to the solution of evolution equations of
parabolic type, one can distinguish two large families:
(i) finite difference techniques,
(ii) Galerkin-finite elements techniques.
The first techniques are derived from the differential (local) form of the evolution equations
through the approximationof time and spatial derivatives at each point of the computationalgrid
by discrete expressions involving the value of the solution at neighbouring points. The finite
element techniques are issued from an integral representation of the evolution equation; they
consist in building an approximationof the exact solutionwith the help of linear combinationsof
basic functions, in each subregion (called finite element). It is usually admitted that some finite
elements techniques remain accurate even on rather coarse meshes of the computational grid.
However, they often need the solutionof complicatedsets of (linear)equations at each time-step;
this feature prevents their use for solvingevolutionequations in several spatial variables.There is
however one idea in the finite elements which can be used in finite differences, as pointed out by
Strangand Fix[l]: usingas unknownat every nodalpoint not onlythe valueof the solution,but also
its spatial derivatives. This corresponds, in finite differences, to allowing several degrees of
freedom at each nodalpoint.The question of closingthe systemof equations is solvedin this paper
in a rather different way than that proposed by Strang and Fix, mainly because the problem has
been workedout startingfrom quitea differentpointof view(westarted from the generalizationof
finite differencesschemes). It is conjectured that such an approach, also suggestedby Kreiss[2-4]
for the solution of hyperbolic systems, yields local high accuracy schemes, to which usual
techniques as A.D.I. or L.O.D. may be applied in order to adapt them to the solution of evolution
equationsin severaldimensions. In a recent paper, Hirsch[5] used this techniquefor the solutionof
fluid mechanics stationary problems.
2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE HERMITIAN METHODS
The formulation of the hermitian methods willbe here explained using a simpleexample: the
resolutionof a one-dimensional parabolicequation.Although the methodcan easilybe extended to
the solution of multidimensional equations, this simplification is intended to avoid confusion
during the first stages of the statement.
Let us try to solve, on an interval (x, t) E (x1, Xm ) x (to, T), the equation
u, +!(u, x)«, = v(x, tw.. (2.1)
writtenwithdimensionless variables(x, t) andfunctions (f, u, v). Thisformof parabolicequationis
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not the mostgeneral, but the mostcommon oneinusualapplications of mathematical physics. This
equation is to be discretized using, at each point Xi of a grid defined on (x I, xm ) , the following
unknowns
ai" - u(Xi, to+nr)
a;"+1_ utx; to+nT+T)
a~,~Ux(Xi,to+nT)
a~,+1 ~ Ux(X" to +nT+T)
(2.2)
where T is a discrete and finite time step.
In order to simplify the numerical resolution, the following constraints must apply:
(i) for the sake of stability, an implicit method is used,
(ii) for the sakeof fast computation, thediscreteequations mustbe linearin ar', a~;+I, ...
This condition is trivially satisfied if f(u, x) = f(x)
(iii) in the first stages of exposition, T (time step) and hi (spatial step, equal to Xi+1 - Xi) are
constant.
The discrete equation reads then:
(2.3)
wheref(a;"+I, a;",Xi)isa linearfunctionof ai"+1 inorderto satisfycondition (ii); itsfunctional form
dependsuponthe timeaccuracyonewantsto reachwiththis scheme (inconnection withthe value
of a and (3).
Thediscreteset of equations(2.3) with i = 2, m - 1(m is the number of meshpointsof thegrid)
approximates equation(2.1) witha truncationerror which will becomputed later.Thiserrorcomes
fromthe discretization in timeand fromthe differences betweenthe actualvalues of u, Ux, ... and
theirapproximations a, ax, ... Ateachpointx"therearethreeunknowns a;"+I,a ;,+1, a~x~l, if a;",a~"
a~x, are known from previous computations.
So, there are 3(m -1) unknowns and (m -1) equations (excluding the boundaryconditions).
Theusualwayof closing the systemis to writethe derivatives as explicit functions of theunknown
a:
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
or higher order approximations.
These relations introduced into equations (2.3) yield the classical method (for instance,
Crank-Nicholson's).
Another way of closing the system exists, and this is the very foundation of the hermitian
methods: insteadof eliminating a derivative at onepointby substituting itsdiscreteexpression like
(2.4b), replacea linear combination of higher orderderivatives at several neighbouring pointsby a
linear combination of the function itself or/and of its lower order derivatives.
For example, insteadof (2.4a), onecouldeliminate the linearcombination aaXi+] + bax, +caX,_]
using
(2.5)
It is possible to choose the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f in order to minimize the discretization error
O(h k) of the implicit substitution of the derivatives. Onewell-known set of coefficients yieldsthe
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Hermiteformula for computing thederivatives of firstorderwhenthefunctionitself isknown:
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(2.6)
Other sets of coefficients can be found in Collatz[6]. Expressions for implicit formulae with
variable spatialsteps mayalso be found in Appendix A; in such a case, accuracy maydecrease to
0(h3) . We come back to this question later.
The more points the implicit formulae use, the more accurate (and less local)they are. But, if
one keepsin mindthat sets of equationsare to be solved,and that their resolution is to be as fast as
possible, oneeasilyunderstandsthat it isnecessaryto limitthe numberof pointsto 3: (i + i, i, i-I);
that way,systemsof equationswithtridiagonal blockmatricesare generatedby the substitutionof
the derivatives. Fast methods exist (Thomas' direct inversion) for the solution of such systems
(Richmeyer and Morton[7]).
Some authors have already used this kind of implicit elimination, but in most cases, they are
dealing with equations where only the first, or secondderivative, appears, so that it can easilybe
completely eliminated from the discrete set of equations.
Hirsch[5] eliminates no derivative, but has got problems with the formulation of boundary
conditions.
Generally, the first and second order derivatives cannot be eliminated together, and two
unknowns remain, Ui and u.; at each internal nodal point. (One usually drops the second order
derivative because it never appears in boundary conditions). The system is closed by using,
together with the discrete equations themselves, a set of implicit hermitian formulae for the
remaining derivative, one at each nodal point.
One uses the formula
, 10' , 12 (' , 2' ) 1 h4UX X i + 1 + UX X i + UX X i _ 1 = h2 Ui+1 + Ui-I - u, +20 Uxxxxxx
to eliminate the second order derivative, and the formula
, 4' , 3 (' ')UX i + 1 + UX i + UX i _ 1 = h Ui+1 - Ui-I
(2.7a)
(2.7b)
to close the system.
For (3 = 1/2 and av /at ~ au /at, the right-hand member of equations (2.3) may be written
1"+1/2('"+1 '")
'2 TJJj U X X j +U X X j
with an error <0(7 2) .
If v;" +1/2 > 0 (a natural physical requirement, one can divide both sides of equation (2.3) by
V;"+I/\ sothat the secondderivatives canbeeliminated withthe helpof (2.7a): the resultreads:
,"+1 +4' "+1 + ,"+1 3 (' "+1 '"+1) - 0U X i + 1 U X j U X i _ 1 -fi Ui+l - Uj-l -
(I ) f( ' " + 1 '" )'") I (f('" )'"+1+ - a T U i-I, U i-I, Xj-l U Xj~1 n+l/2 + aT U i+I, Xi+1 U Xi+\
Vi-I
+(I ) f( ' "+ I ." ) ." I 10( f ( , " ) '" + I- a T Uj+l, Ui+h Xi+l U X j + 1 "+1/2 + aT u. , Xi U X j
Vi+!
I '" 10 '" I 'n 127(," ," ," "
= n+1/2 U n+ l+ n+1/2 Ui +n+T72Ui-I+~2h Ui+I+Ui-I-2ui)"",di.
))j+l Vj Vj-]
(2.8a)
(2.8b)
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Let us note that if ! (u,x) =O and v(x,t)= I, equations (2.8a) and (2.8b) can be solved
separately and for a ={3 =1/2, equation (2.8b) is equivalent to a classical high accuracy finite
differences scheme of Mitchell and Pearce[8] for the heat equation:
(10 12T) , "+ 1 (1 6T) ( ' "+1 ' "+ 1) (10 12T) ' " (1 67) ( ' " ' " )+f12 Ui + - h 2 U ; +I + U j- \ = -f12 U; + + h 2 U i ~1 + U i -I
which minimizes the truncation error for implicit schemes with 3 neighbour points and 2
time-levels. Its error is O(T 2 +h"). Those authors followed a quite different way to obtain this
scheme; their reasoning is hardly applicable to other equations than the simple equation with
constant coefficients.
Numerical algorithm
If for the sake of clarity U ~i+ l is renamed, l/Ji and U;"+I, u, equations (2.8) may be rewritten in
matrix form:
(4.1)
where the matrix elements A ;k '. B ;k ' . C/ \ can easily be identified to the related coefficients in
equation (2.8)*.
With OU; = (Ui, t{!;) , (4.1) also reads
(4.2)
A straightforward generalizationof Thomas' direct inversion method yields the solution by the set
of recurrence formulae:
(4.3a)
(4.3b)
for
i =2, . . m -l
and
(4.3c)
for
i=m - 1, .. 1
The only problem with the direct inversion algorithm is the starting of both recurrences, with
the helpof boundary conditions. Ina most general case, boundaryconditions are given in the form
(with U fixed at one boundary at least for uniqueness):
At each boundary there lacks an equation to determine U and l/J. Let us use
(4.4a)
(4.4b)
at x = XI (4.5a)
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(4.5b)
Unfortunately, relations (4.5c) and (4.5d) yield an error O(h 2)for the derivatives, whereasthe error
is 0(h4 ) at the interiorpoints.The precisionof the whole schemeis thus degraded by the boundary
condition. However, we will show by the analysis of the numerical experiments that
(l) the hermitian methodis moreeconomic than classicalmethods for the samelocalandglobal
accuracy,
(2) that onecan take advantageof the goodbehaviourof the methodon a non uniform grid,and
refine the mesh just near the boundary to get a much better accuracy; what is important in a
practicalschemeis not the rate of convergence of the solution withh, but the valueof the effective
error.
With (4.5a) and (4.5b), one computes:
(4.6a,b)
(( r; Sm) (0 O)w )-'( (0 0) 0;;; (Vm))GUm = _ 2 h + 2 h 0 m -[ - 2 h .'Ji'm-[ + 0 . (4.6c)
Stability of the hermitian method
Preliminary computations have shown that explicithermitian method for parabolicequations
either are unstable or must fulfill very restrictive stability requirements. That is why, from the
beginning, wehavedeveloped the hermitian methodas an implicit method. It ishowevernecessary
to accertain the assumption that this implicit method is stable, at least in a simple case.
Let us apply the hermitian method to the solution of
U, + VUx = Uxx '
The corresponding discrete scheme is:
equation (2.8a)
(5.l)
where Hand 82 are the differential operators:
(5.3a)
(5.3b)
If we use the classical Fourier technique for studying the stability of the hermitian method, we
develop:
Ui = 2: o« ejwkXj
k=-~
Equation (2.8a) becomes, for any Fourier component k:
I (6 j . ) I(4+2coSWkX)qh = i1smwkx pk;k=-oo, ... +oo,[=n,n+l
Ht1 yields: H(WkX)Pkl =(I0+2COSWkX)Pkl
ayields: 82(WkX)Pkl = -2(l-cos WkX)Pkl
(5.4a)
(5.5a)
(5.5b)
(5.5c)
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H( ) "+1 V H( ).4. "+1 24Tf3 (1 ) "+1WkX Pk +T a WkX 'l'k +T - COS WkX Pk
= H(WkX)Pk" - TV(m)H(WkX)<Pk" - 2~~ (I-cos WkX)Pk". (5.6)
We finally get the relation:
and this ratio is certainlys 1if a :::: 1/2 and f3 :::: 1/2. Thus,for and f3 :::: 1/2, the hermitian methodis
unconditionally stable.
Precision of the hermitian method
We will estimate the accuracy of the hermitian method with the help of Taylor series of the
discrete operators involved in the solution of the system of equations (5.2)-(2.8a) and of an
elementary solution of (5.1). This elementary solution is
A Hilbert norm of derivatives can be deduced for each elementary solution
(6.2a)
(6.2b)
Let us now return to the problem of accuracy.
It is easy to compute (see Appendix A) that
If one assumes that the error is evenly distributed, to get an idea of the precision
A 1 h4
UX i ~ UX i - 180 UX XX XX i '
Moreover, Taylor series expansion of other operators yield:
"n+l ... n 2
Ui - U, * T *
T ~ U f i +24U rtf,
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5a)
(6.5b)
2 (6.5c)
If u* denotes the value of the solution at some intermediate value t*: t < t* < t +T
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Combining all these results with equation (5.2), for O! == f3 == 1/2, one gets:
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(6.5d)
(6.5e)
1 (6.6)12(eq.5.2) ==(ut + Vux -uxx)*+€Hlukl
with
en == O!HT
2 + f3HT 2h 2+ "YHh 4 (6.7)
1 (6.8a)O!H ==96(3Vux +8uxx)1l/Iuk!
1 (6.8b)
"yH == 720(-4 Vux+3uxx)xxxx Iluk I
1f3H == 288 (2Vux - 3uxx)xxll/lukl· (6.8c)
Economy of the method
The computercost necessary to solvean equationlike(5.1) can easilybe expressedas a linear
function of:
(i) the number of time-steps T - t-lr,
(ii) the number of spatial steps Xm - x.lh,
(iii) a cost-constant depending upon the algorithm itself.
Thus:cost ofthe hermitianmethod == CH == CH (xm - ~h(T - to)== CH(Xm - xl)(T - to)M
(7.1)
where M == 11Th is some unit cost independent of the method.
If wewant to find the solutionof (5.1) on the wholedomain(XI,Xm ) x (to,T),wemustpaya cost
CR. It is possible to find, at constant cost, which relationship between T and h minimizes the
truncation error. Therefore, let us substitute T = 1/Mh in (6.7) and minimize:
(7.2)
(7.3)
Thus, at the minimum of fH,
(7.4)
If we now 'freeze' h, the unit cost Mis:
(7.5)
and the value of T minimizing fH at h == const and constant cost is:
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(7.6)
(7.7)
Let us note that the part of the truncation error due to the time step is twice that one due to the
spatial step.
The cost may be written as a function of the error:
(7.8)
It iseasy to see that the cost dependsless than linearlyon accuracy (the inverseof the error).
To clarify this concept, let us compare error and cost of the hermitian method with the same
quantities related to the classical Crank-Nicholson method.
By the same computations as above, we get for the latter method;
Et: = acT 2+ /3c h2 (7.9)
M = acI/2/3c-1/2h-2 (7.10)
T
o p t = /3cI/2a..-1/2h (7.11)
e; = 2/3ch 2 (7.12)
with
1
ac = 12(VUx - Uxx )/!ukI (7.13a)
1
/3c =12 (2 VUx - u., i. II Uk I (7.13b)
CH = 2Cc(xm - x.) (T - to)ac 1/2/3,1/2E, - 1
Here: the error due to the discretization of time is twice the error due to the discretization of
space
the cost increases linearly with the required accuracy.
If we now compare the cost of both methods for the same accuracy, we get
From numerical experience, we know that CH IC, ~ 2·3.
Let us now consider 3 simple situations:
(i)
C ( 2)1/4V ~ 2w then -' ~ 1·73 ~ and C. > CH if w > 0.76E 112.CH E
A typical value of E is E = 0·01 for the fundamental elementary solution (w ~ 1).
To reach the same accuracy, Cc ~ 5CH •
(ii)
C ( 2)1/4V ~ 2 then -' - 2·51 ~ and C. - 8CH .CH E
(iii)
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C (V2)1/4V ~ 2w then C~ ~ 1·79 --;- and Co ~ 18C-l for V ~ 10, € ~ 0·0.
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In any situation,the Crank-Nicholsonmethodis moreexpensive than the Hermitianone; this
latter is particularly well suited when the advectionterm is of the same magnitude as (or greater
than) the diffusion term: the first derivative is then much better approximated than with finite
differences. In practice however, the error due to the boundary conditions might invalidate this
conclusion. We shall see, through a numerical experiment on a non-linear equation, that the
hermitian method remains cheaper than the classical one.
A numerical experiment
In order to test the performanceof the hermitian method applied to a non-linear problem, we
have solved the Burgers' equation
u, + uUx = u-: (7.1)
for whichperiodicanalytical solutions are known(Bentonand Platzmann[9]), enabling us to test
the accuracy of the two numerical solutions mentioned above.
With the initial condition
we know the solution
where
u(x,O) = R sin x for X€(-1T, 0)
00
4 " k . k -k 2,.L.J nan SIn n e "
U(X, t) = __k_~.:...!=-00------
an +2 2: an cos k; e-k/'
k~1
(7.2)
(7.3)
I, (R 12) being the exponentially increasing modified Bessel function. This solution has got high
harmonic components which are not small comparedto the fundamental oneup to k ~ 5for t :s 3.
The discrete equations are with the above defined notations:
'n+1 An H H ~2
H Ui -Ui +_('.n+l,n)+_(,.n,n+I) __U_('."+I+ ''")=0T 2 u, U Xi 2 U, U Xi 2h 2 u, U, . (7.4)
The error of this scheme is O(T 2 +h4).
Assuming that U is constant and approximately equal to 10, and that we try to reach a good
accuracy on harmonics up to the 5th order, we have
U ~ 2w ~ 10
and for h = nim -1, m = 21: Topt = 0·01 and e ~ 0·05.
Tables 1-4 show the errors. First column is the absolute average error €! =
m
(L (u - u)/{m - 2)1/2, the secondone is the maximum error €2, the third is e.lu-;«and the fourth
J~I
the greatest relative error.
To achieve the same accuracy as the hermitian method for m = 21, the Crank-Nicholson
methodmust use 101 grid points (Table 4) and a time step of T = 0·005 because it is unstablefor
T =0·01. As earlier mentioned, the hermitian methodis 2·3 moreexpensivein computer timefor
CAMWA Vol. l, No.314-J
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Table I. Errorof the hermitian method for m =21 . 7 =0·01
C\ c c i/U ma x (c )max r max
• I 0 .082 4 0 . 24 90 0 . 00 4 9 0 .0 150
. 2 0 . 02 13 0 .0 6 98 0 . 0 0 20 0 .0 082
. 3 0 .0089 0 . 033 2 0 .00 12 0 . 0068
.4 0. 003 5 0 .0 12 2 0 . 0 0 0 6 0 . 0040
. 5 0 . 00\ 5 0.004 7 0 .0004 0. 0023
I. 0. 000 1 0 . 0 00 2 0 .0000 7 0 .0004
Table 2. Errorof the hermitian methodfor 111 =4I, T =0·0025
t C I s c1 / Uma x (sr) ll'a xmax
. 1 0 . 0 104 0 .05 6 1 6 . 14 10 - 4 0 .0033
. 2 0.002 2 0 .0 108 2. 10 10-4 0. 00 20
. 3 0 .00 04 0 .00 198 - 4 0 .00 07.63 10
.4 0 . 000 1 0 .000 4 .24 10 - 4 0 .000 3
. 5 0 .00 0 0 5 0 .0 0 0 1 . 12 10- 4 0 .000 1
I . 0 . 000 004 0 . 0 00 0 0 7 . 02 10 - 4 0 .0000 3
Table3. Error ofCrank-N icholson method for III =21.7 =0·01
t CI C CI / Uma x (c )max r max
.1 2 .0 0 0 8 .70 3 0 . 08 3 0 .560
.2 0. 78 1 3 . 3 5 6 0. 066 0.305
.3 0 .27 6 I .048 0 .03 7 0.214
. 4 O. 13 6 0 . 4 19 0 .0 24 0 . 136
.5 0 .080 0 . 225 0.0 19 0 . 0 9 6
I . 0.01 8 0 .03 7 0. 0 10 0 .03 5
Table4. Error of Crank-N icholson methodfor III = 101 . T =0·005
t CI C c 1/ Uma x (c )max r ma x
.1 0 .050 0 . 25 0 0 .0 0 29 0 .0 30
. 2 0 .018 0. 076 0 .00 17 0 . 0 \ 0
. 3 0 . 008 0.0 29 0 .00 \ \ 0 .00 6
. 4 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 14 0 . 0 0 08 0 .004
. 5 0 .0 03 0.00 3 0 . 0 0 0 6 0 .002
1. 0.0 06 0.001 4 0 . 0 0 0 4 0.001
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the same number of time-steps and spatial steps. Therefore, the C-N method is more than four
timesmoreexpensive than the hermitian method for the solution of our non linearproblem. If we
had to solvea two-dimensional problemby somekindof splitting method, weguess that the C-N
method would cost20timesmorefor the sameaccuracy,andusenearly8timesmorecore memory
than an hermitian method.
For Umax ~ 20, the solution of Burgers'equationtendsto havea veryhighgradientin the region
xE(- 37r 120, 0), (some kind of boundary layer). In this region, one would like to use a finer grid,
whereas a coarseronewould be sufficient inthe region x < 71'12 (where U (x, t) isalmostlinearin x);
unfortunately, a dreadful loss of accuracy occurs with classical methods when one uses
non-uniform meshes. But the technique of mesh-refinement has been experimental with the
hermitian method, and the result is shown in Table 5 (first column is fllu max ; second column is
fix --,,/20), Onecan see the great improvement in accuracyby comparison withTable 1.Whenno
boundary layer structure appears in the solution, it is sufficient to add one point just near the
boundary(for instanceat hl3 from the first or last point of the domain). Table 6 and 7 show the
relative average error (column 1)and f Ix ~-,,/10 for m = 11, Umax= 2(smooth solution) inbothcases.
The error is greater when no additional point is used.
Withthe helpof Table1andTable3,onecan alsonoticethat the hermitian method has a better
long-term behaviour than the classical method.
Table 5.Errorforavariable stepm =21,T =0·01, R = 10
t
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
El/uma x El x=_ ....!!.20
0.00500 0,0832
0,00048 0,0049
0.00059 0.0069
0.00049 0.0044
0.00026 0.0017
Table 6.Errorforauniform gridm =11, T =0,002, R =1
t El/uma x E!x=_ 11TO
.1 0.000075 0.00036
.2 0.000106 0,00047
.3 0.000114 0.00042
.4 0.000109 0.00032
.5 0.000099 0.00026
Table7.Errorforagridwithadditional pointsneartheboundary m = 13, T =0·002, R = I
t E1/uma x El x=_ 11TO
. I 0.000013 0.00005
,2 0.000024 0,00009
.3 0.000032 0.00016
.4 0.000052 0,00019
.5 0.000058 0,00018
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CONCLUSION
Ahigh accuracyhermitian finite difference method for the solution of parabolic equationshas
been presented. It is an implicit scheme, using as unknowns, at every nodal point of the
computation grid, the value of the approximate solution of the differential equation and its
derivative(s).
The set of linear equation issued from the discretization is very easily solved by a direct
inversion technique. The whole schemeachieves an accuracyof O(7'2 +h4) for a rather largeclass
of one-dimensional linear and non linear equations. Comparison with the Crank-Nicholson
scheme proves the superiority of the hermitian method.
Some experiments have also been run to compute the solution of linear equations with
Neumann' and Fourier boundary conditions. In such cases, the hermitian method is also much
better thantheC-N's one.Thisis dueto acloserapproximation of thederivative at theboundary.
Even if the derivative near the boundary is approximated to O(h 2) only, the fact that it is an
unknown itselfallows it to representthe steepgradients andstrongcurvaturesmuch better thando
the finite differences approximations used in classical methods. Finally, the hermitian method is
alsoveryusefulwhenone intends to use a non-uniform computational grid;the lossof accuracyin
spatialapproximation israther small andcaneasilyberecoveredbyrefining thegridjust whereit is
needed, i.e, where the gradient and the curvature of the solution are expected to be high.
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APPENDIX A
Implicit formulae with minimum truncation error for the calculation of derivatives
Let Xi> ' " Xi> '" x.. be a partition of an interval (x .; x.. ). A sub-interval (r, x,+,) is defined by its length
h, = X,+,- x,
Weassume thatthepartition is notuniform,i.e. h, t- const, butthattheh,'sareof thesameorderof magnitude, so that onecan
define a common measure h and ratios
We will try to solve the problem: determine the coefficients a; b, c" m" n, h, of the equation
a.Ii,.•,+b,Ii" + c,Ii, _,- *(m,u,. ,+n,u, +1,11,-, )= 0
in order that the truncation error Ii,; - u" be the smallest possible everywhere.
If , for the clarity, we rename Ii", t/!" we can write
(A.I)
(A.21
Ahermitian finite difference method forthesolution ofparabolic equations
and with
A =u, B = hux , C =h2 UXXi
equation (A.1) reads:
( 2' 4) ( 2' 4 )"11 Yi Yi Yi-I Yi·-I "1,-1-m A +yB +-C+-D+-E+'" -nA -I A -"1- B +-C--D+-E+'" =0, , 2 6 24 ",-I 2 6 24 .
Let us try to eliminate the terms of O(hK ) , with K = 0, I ... p, p being the greatest possible
K =O-(mi + ni +I,)A =0
K = I (ai +hi + Ci - miYi -I,Y'-I)B =0
(
z )"11 Yi-IK=2 a,Yi-c'Yi-,-miT-li-2- c=o
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(AJ)
(A.4a)
(A.4b)
(A.4c)
(A.4d)
(A.4e)
(A.4f)
Thetwofirstequations vanish identically fora correctchoice of n,andhi'Thelinearhomogeneous system(A.4/c.d.e.f.) has
the only trivial solution. Thus the last equation cannot be verified together with the others.
A solution of this system is
yielding for hi = hV , (V, = I)
2"1:-'(2Yi +Yi-,)m,=
Yi ("11 +Yi-I)
2(Yi+YJ-I)2( "11 - Yi-')
ni =
"11"11-1
I, = _ 2Yi' (2"11-, +Yi)
Yi-I (Yi +Yi-I)
(A.5)
a, = I
m, =3
C, = I
n, = 0
b, =4
Ii = - 3.
(A.6)
The principal part of the truncation error of equation (A.I) is
yielding for h, = h
R,(h)-~ h4uxXXXXI'
(A.7a)
(A.7b)
The truncation error is O(h4 ) evenfor a non uniform step; it is minimum for "1' = yi-' ......' (because of symmetry) i.e. for a
constant step.
He can solve the similar problem for the secondderivative:
(A.S)
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with the same notations, we get the system:
Y VES ADAM
Ahi(m,+n,+/,)=0
C ( "I,' "1;-1)hi a, + b, + C, - T nl, - -2- 1, =0
(A.9a)
(A.9b)
(A.9c)
(A.9d)
(A.gel
(A.9f)
(A.9g)
Heretoo,equations (A.9a) and(A.9c)canbe verified bya correct choiceof n, and b,.The remaining homogeneous systemhas
non trivial solution only if h, = h.
Thus, the error will be O(h' ) for a non-constant step, and 0(h4 ) for a constant step.
A solution of the system (A.9tb.d.e.f.) is
- ')',- . (' , 2'
a, - 12( . + . ) 'Y, - ')',- . + "I "11- ,)
')', "1, -,
b I (8 "5 " ) 4 4 )1= 12( ) ')'1 "1 1-' + "11"1' -1("1. +"Ii-I + "I' + "1 1- .
"II + "11- '
- ')'1 ( ' '2 ' )c, - 12( ) "1,-1- "Ii + ')'1- '')''
')', + "1'- ,
I, ="I,
n, =- (')',+ "1,- ,)
yielding for h, = h
I 10 1
a, =12 b,=12 c, =12
nl, = I n, =- 2 1,= 1.
The principal part of the error is:
and for hi = h
R(h) - 2~O h 4 U"'''' ,.
(A.lO)
(A. 1l)
Thelossofaccuracyis thus rathersmall: it is therefore possible to usea non-uniform grid,which isparticularlyusefulwhen
a function varies strongly in some region and is smooth elsewhere.
Discussion of the hennitian method in the case of a non-unifonn grid
Wehavejustseenthatusinga non-uniformgrid affects onlyveryslightly theaccuracy of thehermitianapproximationfor
thederivatives: thefirstderivativeholds thesameorderO(h4)accuracy,andthesecondderivativefalls toanaccuracyofO(h '»
thehermitian methodseemsto be veryusefulinsolvingproblems where itwould be wise to runcomputationsofa non-uniform
grid.
